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One of the central problems in cyber
security is identification of an adversary.
With the advent of internet technologies
remote access of resources have
skyrocketed. In this changing scenario it
is difficult to identify and prevent access
by unauthorized users. In fact, there are
many examples of attacks on individuals
and organizations planted from remote
locations using the Internet [1]. These
attacks are known to cause significant
monetary losses and have caused harm
to repute and privacy of organizations
[1, 2].
Insider Threat
Attacks which remain hidden
for a long time cause significant
damage to institutions. Recent reports
suggest some of these attacks can
manipulate a country’s general election
or a referendum [3]. At the level of an
organization such attacks can influence
outcomes of tender processes.
Most organizations’ security focus
is on defense against outside attacks.
On the other hand they have limited
focus on people with rightful access
to resources and systems but having
malign intentions to harm other people,
system, data, organization and business
from within.
At times, it is possible that due to
lack of information about organizational
policies some activities of nonmalicious users might be reported as
activities of a malicious user [4]. This
can happen with naïve or careless
users. A different category of users
are those who on purpose ignore
security guidelines. This article focuses
on the users of latter category i.e.,
malicious and willful insider. Further,
the discussion is primarily focused on
security related to IT resources in an
organization. Formally, an insider and
insider threat is defined as follows [4,5]:

An Insider: A person with
authorized accesses to resources
and data of an organization.


Insider threat: Actions by an
insider that causes losses or
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Fig. 1 : Sequential defense approach to insider threat [12].

harm to organizations or individual
working in them.
Effects of Insider attacks
The Yahoo! reported breach of
1.5 billion user account in 2016. Of all
the global data breaches a 25% of the
data breach is due to inside actors [6].
These data breaches cost millions of
dollars in revenue or monetary losses to
organizations. A comprehensive list of
24 such attacks is reported in [7]. There
are also reported instances of stealing
millions of data records from credit card,
insurance and health care companies
by an insider [8]. It has been observed
that 40% of these cyber-incidents are
caused by insiders [9]. The CERT [10]
maintains summary of various reports
with more than 1000 cases of insider
attacks. It also suggests practices
to detect and prevent some of these
insider threats. Insider threats have
highest impact on public healthcare and
finance organizations [6]. A malicious
user can also sabotage IT system and
can steal intellectual properties (IPs)
for personal gains or to cause financial
losses to organizations and individuals.
Mechanisms for Protection
For understanding nature of
possible threats, system vulnerabilities
and attacks, consequences must
be well studied. Some of the
research goals in this area must be
directed towards effective detection,
prevention, mitigation, punishment,
and remediation methods. Some of
the commonly employed protective
mechanisms employed by organizations
are [11]:

Monitoring and auditing user
activities.

Screening of employee for security.
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Deployment and execution of
relevant organizational policies.
Security
mechanisms
for
protecting material, device control
and counter intelligence.
User training for identifying risks
and how to take counter measures.

Machine Learning Approaches
Identifying
malicious
user
activities, due to absence of sufficient
data, are a difficult problem to handle
using machine learning [13]. One of the
known public dataset in this area is by
CERT [14]. The dataset has been created
by synthetically generating malicious
activities based on the knowledge of
attacks in past.
Considering the analysis of user
behavior, [13] develops a framework
(BAIT-Behavior Analysis of Insider
Threat) for identifying insider threat.
They observe that a malicious user
is likely to be more active and fetches
more data. For classifying an honest
or normal user from a malicious user
they propose algorithms using Support
Vector Machine (SVM) and Multinomial
Naive Bayes classifiers.
In a different approach [15] presents
a prediction tool for insider threat on
file and directory resources. Results
in [16] present security architecture
for insider threat detection. It is worth
noting that in contemporary scenario
isolated strategies for mitigating insider
threat are bound to fail and thus a more
comprehensive approach is required
[17]. Results in [18] combine some of
the above methods and with the help of
psychology and Bayesian nets identify
insider threat. The article also discusses
twelve behavioral signals for detecting
insider threat. Further, the article uses
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Fig. 2a : Yahoo Time series Benchmark Dataset with marked data and anomaly points; 2b. Cook’s distance and Mahalanobis distance of Data
in; 2c. Outliers -True and False positive (green), Benchmark positive(Black) and Both positive(Red)

Artificial Neural Network (ANN) along
with these signals for identifying insider
threat.
With the availability of user activity
data at various levels of an operating
systems (OS), [19] proposes an external
threat model for detecting insider
attack. Their method makes use of
supervised anomaly identification with
frequency parameters like n-grams
and histograms of user activities. The
results in [20, 21] considers insider
threat detection in access control
scenario. The method presented in [21]
uses rules and density estimation for
identifying anomalies. They use ranking
for categorizing the threats.
For mitigating insider threat
monitoring an organization’s user
activities such as network access, loginlogoff and device inserted/removed
(some other activities being super
user account access; sensitive data
accesses; excessive database access;
repeated failed logins; user login
through alternate accounts) is useful.
But these activities produce significantly
varied data in high volumes. Designing
rule based analytics or human analytics
of such actives is thus impractical.
Machine learning based approaches
can help and scale these analytical
capabilities. Benefit of machine learning
based approaches is that the deployed
algorithms do not require modeling
of insider threat behavior explicitly.
The work in [22] detects intrusion
with the help of a single layer neural
network model. More advance results
use recurrent neural networks (RNN)
and train using Unix commands for
predicting intrusion [23]. On the other
hand results in [24] use autoencoders
for learning in online scenario.

Simple Case Study
There
have
been
studies
characterizing user activity data as time
series logs and algorithms for anomaly
identification [25-29]. Let us consider
an example in which network traffic of
a server is used to identify Denial of
Services (DoS) attack. These presented
algorithms for anomaly detection will
then model the traffic profile using
parameters such as IP packages, new
connections requests and can identify
abnormal activities by considering data
models. Figure 2 shows results of one
such anomaly identification algorithm
on Yahoo’s time series benchmark data
[30]. The model considered is linear
regression (unsupervised machine
learning) and then for identifying
anomalies the algorithm uses Cook’s
and Mahalanobis distances [31].
The experiments clearly give
comparative analysis of two statistical
measures on benchmark time series
data. The methods presented have some
false positive and false negative rates.
In this scenario we should consider
Machine Learning algorithms as an
important primary filter for rejecting
obvious true positive and true negative
cases. We must also deploy separate
methods or human analytics on the false
positive and false negative data to further
classify them correctly and identify/
prevent malicious user activities.
Conclusion and Research Avenues
In this article we discussed the
threat caused by a malicious insider.
We also discussed machine learning
approaches to identify some of the
malicious activities. It must be noted
that the volume of data for malicious
users activities is insignificant. It is
known that the machine learning
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algorithms are sensitive to volume of
data and hidden trends inside them. In
this scenario the choice of a machine
learning model must be done with
care. The machine learning algorithms
automate the process of insider threat
detection and scales well with volume of
data. These algorithms are independent
of data and consider only the choice of
feature within data.
As potential research avenues,
methods based on analysis of
psychological parameters of individuals
in conjugation with machine learning
algorithms to assess threat are
promising. It would also be relevant
to provide rigorous test results of
such combined methods in practice.
Another interesting research avenue
is to consider the applications of deep
learning methods to natural language
processing, behavioral analysis and
sentiment analysis [32]. Further, as
the activities of malicious users have
temporal correlations it would be
interesting to study the problem of
insider threat detection using a deep
learning architecture called Long Short
Term Memory (LSTM) which can help
find this temporal correlations [33].
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